Impressions

Participating in MaRRS International Spelling Bee competition has helped me to enhance my English vocabulary as well as my speaking and writing skills.

Candace Sara Oju
Star Speller - 2012-14, St. Joseph’s School, Abu Dhabi

“We have been conducting MIBS for two years now and this has helped our learners improve their vocabulary and grammatical skills. The students get motivated when they qualify for higher levels and get duly awarded. Thanks to MIBIS for encouraging the young learners to learn and achieve more.”

Ms. Anita Malhotra
Lexus Valley International School, Gurgaon; Haryana, India

The launch of MIBS, Primary Colors at LPS, Sharjah gave us an insight into the hidden talent of our Kindergarten students. The competition provided a wonderful platform for our students to develop their Creative, Cognitive and Language skills. We are proud that most of our little ones were par above excellence.

Ms. RafiaZafar Ali
Leaders Private School, Sharjah

“MIBS has been a great learning experience for my son, Aditya. Beyond the motivation of a reward, I believe it’s the well-structured format of the competition that urges him to learn more about the words, their usage, origin and the right pronunciation.”

Mani Bharagava, M/o Aditya Bharagava
Best Performer, National Championship 2011-12

MaRRS conducted by MaRRS Intellectual Services Pvt. Ltd. is doing a great job in the educational field. Spell bee exposes the students to a whole new world of the English language. It enhances our children’s spelling and literary skills by encouraging them to explore the English language, expand their vocabulary and improve their communication & comprehension skills. This motivational learning program is an asset to the kids as it goes beyond just spellings and tests almost all the elements of the English Language. I would love to see the scope of this programme spanning more schools and children. Keep up the good work MaRRS!

Fr. Lionel Braganza
Indian English Academy School (Dan Bosco), Kuwait

“I was honoured with the ‘National Child Award’ by The Ministry of Women & Child Development, Government of India, for being the Overall Champion at MIBS 2009-10 held at Putrajaya, Malaysia.”

Adit. D. Joshi
Best Performer - 2009-10, Manovikas High School, Goa

MaRRS International Spelling Bee has been organizing various competitions for students from last many years. These Competitions offer a chance for participants to gain substantial experience, showcase skills, analyze and evaluate outcomes and uncover personal aptitude. Competitions also encourage students to adopt innovative techniques and develop their ideas and skills. Sunrise English Private School has been coordinating with MaRRS International Spelling bee for the last four years to organize competitions in our School. We wish them all the best for their future endeavors.

Dr. Thakar S Mulnandani
Sunrise English Private School, Abu Dhabi

MaRRS International Spelling Bee

DISCOVER THE SECRET THAT SPELLS SUCCESS
FOR 2 MILLION SCHOOL STUDENTS

Make a beeline to MaRRS

For more information on how the MaRRS International Spelling Bee could empower a child and provide branding and sponsorship opportunities, contact us today.

MaRRS Intellectual Services (P) Ltd Unichitra, Kochi - 682 021, India.
Tel: +91 484 2576527/31/41/51/61, email: spellingsbee@maarrs.in, www.maarrsspellingbee.com

Australia | Bahrain | Europe | India | Indonesia | Kuwait | Malaysia | Nepal |
| Singapore | Sri Lanka | South Africa | UAE |
Discover
the vocabulary of learning, confidence and winning
- at MaRRS International Spelling Bee

World’s largest self-motivated learning programme for school children

Across the world, over 3,00,000 students from over 1,500 schools hone their skills at this word marathon. Now in its thirteenth year, it attracts students from Malaysia, Indonesia, Kuwait, UAE and South Africa, apart from 21 Indian states. Soone, we at MaRRS will reach across Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Bahrain and UK.

Having developed and administered by educationists and language experts, it builds up every vital skill for language acquisition, vocabulary, spelling, grammar, word and sentence usage and pronunciation. Focusing on these elements at every level, students undergo a comprehensive evaluation, showing dramatic improvement. The competitive spirit nurtures performance without compulsion; each participant gains from MaRRS’ integral training.

The Spelling Bee - the world’s most successful spelling competition

Since 11-year-old Frank Neuhauser won the first National Spelling Bee in Washington, D.C. in 1925, Spelling Bees have been enthralling students, parents and teachers globally. The word ‘bee’, in this context, means ‘a meeting of people for a common cause’. The event is so popular in the USA, that the national finalists meet the President at the White House every year.

Structured for a perfect build-up of skills

MaRRS International Spelling Bee is accessible to students from classes 1 to 12, who compete in six categories. The competition progresses from the School Level through the First National Assessment, District, State and National Championships towards the International Level.

MaRRS – committed to empowering the child

MaRRS International Spelling Bee is the flagship product of MaRRS Intellectual Services (P) Ltd. MaRRS creates 360° opportunities to empower the child outside the classroom: innovative learning strategies, technological innovations, training programmes through preschool to college and beyond, utility books that explore beyond academics, audio books, animated stories, rhymes and more. Our other initiatives include Pre School Bee, Play2Learn, Maze of Words, Word Chase, Xpress Math, etc.

What is new?

The best performer from each school will be rewarded with a trophy after the School Championship. And there is a chance to win a lot of prizes along with a national level ranking after the First National Assessment.

Benefit For The School

The MaRRS International Spelling Bee goes beyond spellings and tests various aspects of the English language. The levels of comprehension of a student in English are considered as an indication of the quality standards of any school. The MISB motivates the participants to learn the speech sounds in English and their symbols, thereby perfecting their pronunciation. While encouraging the participants to improve their vocabulary, the MISB also enhances their word usage skills. Certain rounds of the competition also help to improve their word recall. Every participant of the Spelling Bee hones their communication skills in English which invariably boosts their confidence. Any educational institution would be proud to showcase a confident and proficient student.

If the student wins a National or International Championship, it would be definitely adding sufficient goodwill to the alma mater.

Memories to cherish

Best Performers - International Championship

Arjun B Nair
Infant Jesus School
Kendal, 2007-08

Shivani Sachin Nirgudkar
Thekra Public School
Maharashtra, 2008-09

Aditi D Joshi
Mamurunke High School
Goz, 2009-10

Juzer Malbari
Christ Church School
Maharashtra, 2010-11

Rishi Anand Nambar
Gare Innovative International School
Karnataka, 2011-12

Rahul Murale Karthik
Aarsha Vidya Mandir
Tamil Nadu, 2012-13

Vedika Agarwal
Indus International School
Maharashtra, 2013-14

Sivani S
Christ Nagar Higher Secondary School
Kendal, 2014-15

Expert Observations

"An incredible game through which world-class English seems to be certain in the present day and future global village. It is irresistible to feel that the game has awesome power to help its participants learn and acquire English for their future of local and global challenges. For parents, it may be a task of responsibility, for the organisers a bonanza activity, but for the children (the participants) an enjoyable game-playing for the future."

Dr. Salivendra Jaya Raju
Head, Department of Phonetics and Spoken English, The English and Foreign Languages University, Hyderabad

"MaRRS Spelling Bee competitions are very interesting and challenging for students. They seem to motivate young children to read a lot and to think about their spellings. This is good in today's technological world where everyone is beginning to use spell check. The competitions also check pronunciation and use of the words in context. I wish MaRRS International Spelling Bee success in all its endeavours."

Dr. Geetha Durairaj
Head, Department of Evaluation, The English and Foreign Languages University, Hyderabad